One Day Match University of NSW 1st Grade v St George 1st Grade

Sunday, September 26 2010 (09:30) at Village Green

St George 1st Grade Won By 5 wickets

St George 1st Grade won toss and decided to field

St George 1st Grade Won By 5 wickets

University of NSW 1st Grade St George 1st Grade
88 all out (32.2 overs) 90 for 5 (25.3 overs)
2 Hours, 14 Minutes. 1 Hour, 46 Minutes.

University of NSW 1st Grade

Over 1: 0 0 1 0 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker

Over 2: 1w 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson

Over 3: 0 0 0 0 4 0 Runs 4-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker

Over 4: 1w 0 2 4 1w 0 0 2 Runs 10-0: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson

Total Cricket Scorer by TCS 27 Limited
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Over 5: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Over 6: 1 0 0 0 0 W Runs 1-1: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Batsman: NJ Walker
Bowled
Over 7: 0 1 0 1 nb 4 0 0 Runs 6-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Over 8: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Over 9: 0 1 0 2 0 0 Runs 3-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: AJ Robson
Batsman: AJ Robson

Over 10: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: S Green

Batsman: DG Dawson

Over 11: 1 w 1 0 W W 1w 0 Runs 4-2: bowler: M Henriques

Batsman: AJ Robson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: AJ Robson

Caught Fielded by: T Copeland

Batsman: M Gowland

Bowed

Batsman: JA Henry

Over 12: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: S Green

Batsman: DG Dawson

Over 13: 3 0 3 0 0 0 Runs 6-0: bowler: M Henriques

Batsman: JA Henry

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: JA Henry

Batsman: JA Henry

Over 14: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: S Green

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson

Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Over 15: 0 0 0 1 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Over 16: 0 0 0 0 2 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: S Green
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Over 17: 0 1 0 0 0 W Runs 1-1: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Batsman: JA Henry
Caught Fielded by: L Zammit
Over 18: 0 4 0 W 0 0 Runs 4-1: bowler: S Green
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Batsman: DG Dawson
Bowled
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 19: 0 w 0 0 0 1 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: M Henriques
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 20: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: S Green
Batsman: JL McNeil
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Over 21: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: M Henriques  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Over 22: 0 0 1 4 0 4 Runs 9-0: bowler: S Green  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Over 23: 0 1 0 1 W 1 Runs 3-1: bowler: T Copeland  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: JL McNeil  
Over 24: Maiden W 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-1: bowler: S Green  
Batsman: W Lindsay  
Batsman: CE Matthews  
Batsman: CE Matthews  
Batsman: CE Matthews  
Batsman: CE Matthews  
Over 25: Maiden 2lb 0 0 0 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: T Copeland  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten  

Total Cricket Scorer by TCS 27 Limited
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 26: 4 W W 0 0 1 Runs 5-2: bowler: S Green
Batsman: CE Matthews
Batsman: CE Matthews
Caught Fielded by: L Zammit
Batsman: LA Talay
Bowler: S Green
Batsman: CE Matthews
Batsman: CE Matthews
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Over 27: 0 0 0 0 0 2 Runs 2-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Over 28: 0 0 3 0 0 1w 0 Runs 4-0: bowler: S Green
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Over 29: 1nb 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 30: 0 1 0 4 0 0 Runs 5-0: bowler: L Zammit
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 31: 1 0 0 4 0 4 Runs 9-0: bowler: T Copeland
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Over 33: 0 0 0 0 1 Runs 1-0: bowler: L Zammit
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: CP Tremain
Over 33: 1 W Runs 1-1: bowler: D Magin
Batsman: CP Tremain
Batsman: T Van Der Gugten
Bowled

St George 1st Grade

Over 1: 3 0 0 0 0 1 Runs 4-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: M Turner
Batsman: G Hunt
Batsman: G Hunt
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: CP Tremain (Third man) Both hand Average Fumbled Pickup
Throw by: CP Tremain Overarm Accurate
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 2: 0 0 4 0 0 W Runs 4-1: bowler: CE Matthews
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: JA Henry (2nd slip) Right hand Average Clean Block saved 1 run
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Deep point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: JL McNeil (Cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Throw by: JL McNeil Overarm Accurate
Batsman: G Hunt
Fielded by: NJ Walker (Mid on) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Throw by: NJ Walker Overarm Accurate
Batsman: G Hunt
Caught Fielded by: JL McNeil (Square leg) Both hand Average Clean Catch high

Over 3: 0 0 0 2 0 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: NJ Walker (Point) Both hand Average Fumbled Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: AJ Robson (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: AJ Robson (Cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: CP Tremain (Third man) Both hand Average Fumbled Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: NJ Walker (Mid off) Both hand Average Fumbled Block |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Deep point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Over 4: 0 0 1 0 1nb 4 4 Runs 10-0: bowler: CE Matthews |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Deep cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: LA Talay (Extra cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Throw by: LA Talay Overarm Accurate |
| Over 5: 4 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 4-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: M Gowland (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Throw by: M Gowland Overarm Accurate |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: NJ Walker (Mid off) Both hand Average Clean Slide intercept saved 2 runs |
| Batsman: P Wells | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Over 6: 0 0 0 1 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: CE Matthews |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Over 7: 1w 0 0 0 1w 0 0 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
| Batsman: M Turner | Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup |
Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 8: 0 0 1 0 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: CE Matthews
Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: T Van Der Gugten (Long leg) Both hand Fast Clean Pickup

Throw by: T Van Der Gugten Overarm Direct Hit

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: M Gowland (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: AJ Robson (Cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: M Gowland (Long off) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 9: 1 0 0 0 1 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: W Lindsay (Third man) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Throw by: W Lindsay Overarm Accurate

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: LA Talay (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: JL McNeil (Leg gully) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: LA Talay (Cover) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: LA Talay (Extra cover) Both hand Fast Clean Pickup

Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 10: Maiden 0 0 0 0 1lb 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: CE Matthews
Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: CE Matthews (Silly mid on) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: LA Talay (Square leg) Both hand Fast Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: M Gowland (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 11: 0 0 0 1 4 4 Runs 9-0: bowler: T Van Der Gugten
Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: CE Matthews (Third man) Both hand Average Fumbled Pickup

Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Third man) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: P Wells
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 12: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: CP Tremain
Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: M Turner
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 13: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: W Lindsay (Gully) Both hand Average Clean Pickup saved 4 runs
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 14: 0 2 0 0 0 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: CP Tremain
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: CP Tremain (Third man) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Throw by: CP Tremain Overarm Accurate
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: JL McNeil (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Fumbled Block

Over 15: 0 1 0 0 0 1w 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: M Gowland (Point) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Throw by: M Gowland Overarm OffTarget
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 16: Maiden 0 0 0 0 0 Runs 0-0: bowler: CP Tremain
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: JA Henry (Gully) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: W Lindsay (Mid on) Both hand Average Fumbled Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: NJ Walker (Mid off) Both hand Average Clean Dive rolling ball saved 4 runs
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 17: 4 1 1 2 2 0 Runs 10-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: AJ Robson (Square leg) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: CE Matthews (Long off) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Third man) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: M Gowland (Square leg) Both hand Fast Clean Pickup
Throw by: M Gowland Overarm Accurate
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Total Cricket Scorer by TCS 27 Limited
Over 18: 2 0 4 0 4 0 Runs 10-0: bowler: CP Tremain
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 19: 0 1 0 0 1 0 Runs 2-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: P Wells Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 20: Maiden W 0 0 0 W 0 Runs 0-2: bowler: W Lindsay
Batsman: P Wells Bowled (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Henriques Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Henriques Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Henriques Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Henriques Caught Fielded by: JA Henry (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: S McCabe Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 21: 0 2 4 0 1 0 Runs 7-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: S McCabe Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 22: Maiden 0 W 0 1lb 0 0 Runs 1-1: bowler: W Lindsay
Batsman: M Turner Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: M Turner Caught Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: K Patterson Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: S McCabe Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Over 23: 0 0 1 0 0 0 Runs 1-0: bowler: LA Talay
Batsman: K Patterson Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: K Patterson Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: K Patterson Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup
Batsman: K Patterson Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Total Cricket Scorer by TCS 27 Limited
Batsman: S McCabe  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: K Patterson  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 24: 1w 1lb 1 0 1 0 Runs 5-0: bowler: W Lindsay

Batsman: K Patterson  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: S McCabe  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 25: 1 0 0 4 0 1 Runs 6-0: bowler: LA Talay

Batsman: T Copeland  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Over 26: W 0 4 Runs 4-1: bowler: W Lindsay

Batsman: K Patterson  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup

Batsman: T Copeland  
Fielded by: DG Dawson (Keeper) Both hand Average Clean Pickup